Gordon circumstances I find most joy in handling subjects that will
Bottomley allow me to reconstitute a complete, full life, with its centre
explains  here and not elsewhere, in the region of which I know most.
Then I come back to your fundamental, ineluctable requirement of finding inspiration in the life about us: but must it be of as well as in the life about us? Poetry is such an unreal form of speech by its metric nature; can it be used with a sense of reality in situations resembling those of daily life? Why does opera (except in comedy) never handle contemporary life convincingly: is it because we are too immediately conscious that we do not usually speak to our lovers and parents in recitative with a fixed tonality and time-signature?
Does, then, poetic drama need to create a symbol of life rather than a representation of life?
I feel sometimes that perhaps the solution for a poet is to be found in the different aspects .the great themes present to the different ages: different heroes may embody the same principle, but, beyond that a supreme story of a time long gone presents quite another aspect to our consciousness and culture from what it did to those who first knew it, and can yield new delight and illumination from its rehandling in an unexpected light. In that sense would it not be right to claim that John's X=0l or Morris' Dream of John Ball, or Maeterlinck's Aglavaine and Selysette find their inspiration in the life about us as truly as Abraham Lincoln or Claudel's L'Echange or Maeterlinck's L'lntruse. and St Antoine? I feel the Greeks must have thought so when they experienced the Elektra of Euripides after knowing only those of Aeschylus and Sophocles.
I feel too that there is something real to be done yet in telling the story of the past of Britain; and especially for us of the North, where the past has too often been simply assumed to be identical with the better-known, more documented past of the South. And if the English, the local, theatre is to come to life again, there should be a vital need, 1 John Drinkwater's play, 126

